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General Overview
The Joyful Discoveries Curriculum is a comprehensive preschool early learning curriculum. It
covers all of Ohio’s Early Learning Standards and is intended to be used with preschool children
ages 3 – 5 across a two-year preschool cycle. It is an integrated, easy to use, research-based
early learning curriculum with a focus on language development, content knowledge, and early
literacy skills. It was designed to follow the science of early learning and literacy instruction
The Joyful Discoveries Curriculum consists of:
-

Twelve theme-based units with whole group, small group, and center based instruction.
Two additional, independent, small groups: Alphabetics Small Group and Telling Terrific
Tales
Two sets of interventions: Shapes & Colors and Playful Letter Interventions

All Joyful Discoveries instructional materials are open source and freely available on our
website, www.msj.edu/projectready. The materials are copyright protected. Copyright © Dr.
Amy Murdoch, 2019. You are welcome to use these free materials in your educational practice
and to share with other educators or parents. The materials are not permitted to be sold
commercially or use in any commercial endeavor.
The instructional time starts with the morning circle (approximately 15-20 minutes) and then
transitioned into small group instruction and center time (60 min block of time). Teachers
(teacher and teacher’s assistant) work with small groups (10-15 minute group meetings) while
the remaining children learn and play in the classroom centers. The knowledge-rich content
theme is introduced in circle time and reinforced across small groups and center play. For each
theme, a content-specific play-based center is introduced in the classroom (see figure 1).
Past Research: The current curriculum is an expansion of a successful pilot research project
where children participating in the Project Ready program significantly outperformed peers on
measures of language and early literacy skills who did not participate in the program.
Murdoch, A, Warburg, R., Corbo, E., & Strickler, W. (2021). Project Ready! An Early Language
and Literacy Program to Close the Readiness Gap for Children Living in Poverty
Creation Team:
Dr. Amy Murdoch & Ms. Rosie Warburg are the primary authors of the curriculum.
Dr. Elizabeth Corbo created the Shared Writing Routine & handwriting routines
Ms. Maria Aielli contributed to lesson plan creation
Ms. Jamey Peavler contributed to the Alphabetics small group
Dr. Laura Saylor was a reviewer and advisor, specifically on the math content
Jenny Katman created the original artwork throughout the curriculum.
Original songs were created by Dan and Elizabeth Corbo
Original poems in the alphabetics group were created by Autumn Nidalmia
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Figure 1: Joyful Discoveries Curriculum Overview Graphic
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Themes
Joyful Discoveries currently has twelve units that alternate between a geographic/cultural theme and a
science theme. Each theme consists of three or four subthemes. Within each theme a variety of rich
children’s books are used (fiction, non-fiction, rhyming, and math). After an initial (brief) welcome to
school unit, each unit has between 20-25 books and lasts approximately 5 weeks. Ten units are done
across each year. The 8 core themes* are meant to be done across both years in the 2-year preschool
cycle and the 4 non-core themes can be rotated for variety across the two years of preschool. Within the
core themes there are a variety of challenge books that could be skipped the first year of preschool and
used the 2nd year (again for variety).

Unit Theme

Year 1

Year 2

Welcome
Kindness
North America
Astronomy
South America
My Amazing Body
Africa
Seasons & Weather
Botany
The Arts

Welcome
Kindness
North America
Astronomy
Asia
My Amazing Body
Australia
Seasons & Weather
Botany
The Arts

Subthemes

Key Knowledge Covered

Welcome to
School!*
(2 weeks)

- Learning About Our School
- Learning About Each Other
- Things We Will Learn at School

People’s roles at school
Places at school
Things we do and learn at school
Families

Kindness*

- Showing Kindness to Family &
Friends
- Showing Kindness to Animals
- Showing Kindness to Our Planet

North America*

- Maps & Globes, Continent of N.
America, Countries & People
- Scientists Study Nature, Animals &
Habitats of N. America: Forest,
Farm, Desert Habitats
- Animals of N. America: Amphibians
- The Universe & Planets

How to show kindness; Families
Professions & tools they use: Veterinarian, zookeeper,
animal shelter, stethoscope, x-ray, scale, etc.
Life cycle of dog & cat
Earth is our planet, Earth Day, Recycling, conservation
Maps & globes; 7 continents; N. America is our continent;
countries: USA, Canada, Mexico
Scientists professions and tools (naturalist, microscope,
binoculars, etc); animals & animal habitats of N. America:
Forest, Farm, Desert, Marsh
Amphibians

* indicates a core
unit

Astronomy*

- Moon & Stars
- Astronauts

The Earth is our planet, Size comparisons, Universe,
planets in our solar system, Earth’s uniqueness, Mars
Rover, Scientists professions & tools: Engineer, astronaut,
telescope.
Moon, Phases of the moon, Moon landing, stars,
constellations
Astronaut, engineer, NASA, space shuttle, satellite
Dr. Mae Jemison
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- Maps & Globes, Continent of S.
America, Countries & People
- Rainforest & Rainforest Animals
- Plateau Region & Animals – Llama
- Ocean & Ocean Animals
To Be Created –Suggestions
Welcome!
-Our bodies
-Taking Care of Our Bodies
-Understanding & Managing Feelings

Maps & globes; 7 continents; S. American continent;
countries: Brazil, Ecuador, Peru
Animals & animal habitats of S. America: Rainforest,
Ocean, Plateau, Aquarium, Volcanoes

Africa (year 1)

- Maps & Globes, Continent of Africa,
Countries & People
- African Animals & Habitats
- Elephants, Camels, Lions
- Jane Goodall

Maps & globes; 7 continents; African continent; countries:
Egypt, Kenya
Animals & animal habitats of Africa: Plain, Savannah,
Grasslands, Desert, Jungle
Elephants, Lions, Camels
Famous Scientist: Jane Goodall

Australia (year 2)

To Be Created –Suggestions
Welcome!
- General Seasons
- Weather
- Individual Seasons

South America
(year 1)

Asia (year 2)
My Amazing
Body*

Seasons &
Weather*
Botany*

- Plants & Flowers
- Butterflies & Bees
- Trees & Birds

The Arts

To Be Created –Suggestions
Welcome!

Body parts, 5 senses, bones & skeleton, x-ray, skin & skin
color
Taking care of our bodies – eating well, exercising, taking
care of our teeth, going to the dentist & doctor
Labeling & understanding emotions, how to calm down
when upset, how to help a friend who is sad.

There are 4 seasons, what causes seasons, months of the
year, weather, a look at each individual season: Spring,
Summer, Fall, and Winter
What a seed needs to grow, life cycle of a plant, Gardens
& plants, parts of a flower
Butterflies—types, what they eat, migration, life cycle
Importance of bees, importance of plants & flowers
Trees, animals that live in trees, types of birds, how &
why birds build nests, Scientists & what they do:
Naturalist
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How Language & Literacy Skills are Taught
The skills targeted and the instructional routines created have been designed to reflect
the research on early language and literacy development and align to Ohio’s Early Learning and
Development Standards: Birth to Kindergarten Entry (Ohio Department of Education, 2012).
There are a number of instructional routines that target early language and literacy. This
section will outline the research base behind the routine and the routine.
Research has outlined the foundational skills in language and literacy that should be a focus for
intentional instruction in early childhood. The Report of the National Early Literacy Panel (NELP,
2008) identified key foundational skill areas, the importance of which has been strengthened
and expanded with subsequent research (see Shanahan & Lonigan, 2013; Curenton, et al., 2013
for review).
The key foundation skills are:
Phonological awareness
Print Knowledge (Alphabet Knowledge)
Oral Language
Listening Comprehension
Adding skills-based language and literacy curricula to early childhood programs that
addressed these skills produced “large improvements in children’s cognitive abilities, preacademic skills, and overall outcomes” (Joo et al., p. 15). Research has outlined both what skills
should be taught in preschool and how best to teach those skills. Our curriculum teaches these
skills in a structured skill-based manner utilizing intentional instructional routines.
Phonological Awareness and Letter Knowledge
Research Base: Phonological awareness instruction and intervention have been shown
to produce strong gains and positive outcomes across many studies (Gillon, 2004; Koutsoftas et
al., 2009; Yeh & Connell, 2008; Ziolkowski & Goldstein, 2008). The National Early Literacy
Panel’s (2008) meta-analytic results indicated that small-group instruction in phonological skills
resulted in increased phonological awareness and early literacy skills. These results were even
stronger when combined with instruction utilizing letters. Results of phonological instruction
showed positive gains for all students when short, frequent mini-lessons in phonological
awareness are embedded into a preschool curriculum that follows a meaningful sequence of
skill development (Phillips & Piasta, 2013). May, Bingham & Barrett-Mynes (2010) indicated
that due to the intensely personal nature of names, many classroom activities and games use
children’s names to promote learning of early phonological awareness and phonics concepts.
Instructional activities that connect knowledge of phonemes to print and provide mnemonic or
multi-sensory teaching have also shown improved outcomes on these skills (Phillips and Piasta,
2013). As such, incorporating short phonological awareness games incorporating names and
multi-sensory practice followed by a poem linking the sound to the symbol and game-like
practice of identifying letter names and sounds all support early development of critical
phonological, alphabet, and print skills.
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How it is Taught in the Curriculum: The primary place phonological awareness and
alphabet knowledge is taught is in the Alphabetics small group. This is a stand-alone small
group (not connect any specific theme). Children should be grouped based on skill level and
these groups are fluid with children moving based on their mastery of skills or need for extra
practice. This small group uses a structured set of activities to teach phonological awareness,
letter recognition, and letter sound knowledge. A scope and sequence following research-based
recommendations for teaching preschool children phonological and letter skills was developed
(NELP, 2008; Paulson & Moats, 2018; Phillips & Piasta, 2013; Piasta & Wagner, 2010). The
sequence included four levels of phonological skill games and the introduction of letters based
on their frequency in language and ease of learning.
Small groups meet for approximately 15 minutes and consisted of a phonological
component (five minutes) and a letter component (10 minutes). The phonological awareness
activities had three parts: (a) My Name Activity where children segmented their name within a
sentence, then within syllables, and finally isolated the first sound; (b) one to two brief
phonological games at one of the four levels; and (c) a phonological poem introducing/
reviewing a letter that was the instructional focus of the day. Movement to the next level of
phonological activities is based on the children’s mastery. Teacher keep structured
observational notes on how each child performed in the phonological games to determined
when to move individuals up a level or to a different group. During the 10-minute letter
component, three letters are worked on: one that was new/not yet mastered and two that
were known. Children practiced both the sound and the name of the letter, but the name is the
focus first. Teachers again keep structured observational notes to determine when a new letter
should be introduced. The two known letters are rotated each day to provide review of a
variety of letters across the week. The letter section of the group involved three parts as well:
(a) introduction of the new letter or not yet mastered letter; (b) a review game with all three
letters; and (c) an activity where the children made the letters, at first with objects such as
playdoh and then eventually writing letters.
Outline of Instructional Routine for Teaching Phonological Awareness & Alphabet Skills
Instructional Routine for Alphabetics Small Group
Primary Skills in
Every Lesson
a. Phonological Awareness (PA)—using PA Level Activity
Cards (4 different levels of difficulty)
Phonological
Awareness
1) My Name: Name Recognition & PA Activity
connected to skill level.
Letter Names and
2) PA Game (always)
Sounds
3) Read poem with featured letter
b. Letters
1) Introduce the letter bags for the day one at time (3 total
with 1 unknown and 2 known)
2) Explore the letters of the day. Pick 2-3 activities things
to do using Letter Work Activities
3) Make/write the 3 letters Pick 1-2 material to work with
(ex. playdough, writing boards, pencil, etc.).

Basic Vocabulary
Writing Skills
Name Recognition
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Scope & Sequence for Phonological Awareness & Alphabet Skills
Phonological Phonological Awareness Skills are introduced based on mastery of previous level.
Skill
Three levels of activities were implemented:
Sequence
Level 1: Getting Ready for PA
1. Basic vocabulary: Directions; order and sequence; prepositions
2. Listening activities
- Following directions
- Environmental sounds
3. Sentence segmenting
Level 2: Beginning PA
1. Word awareness and segmenting parts
2. Compound words
Level 3: Phonological Awareness
1. Isolating & Segmenting syllables
2. Blending syllables
3. Blending onset and rime
4. Identifying words the rhyme
Level 4: Phonemic Awareness
1. Initial Phoneme Isolation
2. Blending 2-3 phoneme words
3. Segmenting 2-3 phoneme words

Letter
Sequence

Letters are introduced in this order. Moved to new letters based on mastery.
T, O, C, M, A, S, H, Z, I, D, N, L, E, B, W, U, X, F, V, R, J, K, P, Q, G, Y

Oral Language, Listening Comprehension, and Knowledge
Research Base: Oral language continues to be a strong predictor of achievement
through third grade (Hart & Risley, 1995; Suskind, 2015; Walker et al., 1994). Effective language
instruction includes a focus on skills such as listening comprehension with strong language
models, understanding of vocabulary connected to background knowledge, and the
development of expressive language. NELP results indicated positive impact of shared reading
and interactive shared reading (dialogic reading) on oral language and listening comprehension
skills. As Massaro (2016) noted, children’s books have many more unfamiliar words than childadult conversations, so vocabulary can be developed through intentional teacher focus on word
choice and instructional routines (Beck et al., 2013) supported by exposure to the vocabulary
through shared reading. Research supports whole and small group shared reading using
evidence-based techniques including dialogic reading, word elaborations, print referencing,
9

exposure to varied genres of text, and repetition of texts to increase understanding (Pentimonti
et al., 2013).
Recent research has highlighted the promise of building content knowledge to facilitate
language comprehension and reading achievement (Tyner & Kabourek, 2020; Wexler, 2019;
Willlingham, 2016). Building content knowledge includes developing rich vocabulary and oral
language skills to understand and discuss concepts across a multitude of academic topics. This
need for content-connected vocabulary and oral language instruction is present for all children
(Massaro, 2016), but particularly important for English learners and children living in poverty
(Tyner & Kabourek, 2020). Additionally, researchers have found limited focus on genres such as
informational text in preschool classrooms (Pentimonti et al., 2011).
How it is Taught in the Curriculum: The curriculum features instructional routines
targeting oral language, listening comprehension, and knowledge in whole-group circle time
along with three small groups. Instruction in these areas is interwove throughout the day in
these routines as well as center time play. The curriculum utilized rich children’s literature and
non-fiction books across circle time and the small groups. The children’s books were chosen
carefully for their ability to teach the content to preschool- aged children, expand oral language
and narrative skills and represent a diversity of children and families. Language development
was a primary driver of the curriculum and reflected the strong research base demonstrating
the predictive power of strong language skills on later academic outcomes for children along
with research on the specific instructional techniques that increase language skills (Dickinson,
et al., 2010; Hogan, et al., 2013; NICHID Early Child Care Research Network, 2005; NELP, 2008;
Pentimonti, et al., 2013).
As outlined below, there were three different language comprehension routines to
teach oral language and listening comprehension skills shown to be important from research
(Curenton, et al., 2013; Gardner-Nerblett & Iruka, 2015; NELP, 2008; Pentimonti, et al., 2013;
Weisleder & Fernald, 2013). All routines were used across all units and focused on key oral
language (i.e., use of new vocabulary, verbal expression and reasoning, speaking in increasingly
complex sentences) and listening comprehension skills (i.e., listening to stories, perspective
taking, retelling, understanding key story concepts and events along with the vocabulary of
texts and stories).
The first routine, 1-2-3 Shared Story Routine, was used in both the whole group and
small groups that included a reread of the whole-class circle time book where the teacher
interactively reread the book in a small group, discussed it, and completed a related activity.
This routine used a dialogic reading framework that incorporated key instructional activities
that build listening comprehension: summarizing, modeling private speech or think-alouds,
teaching key academic vocabulary, encouraging prediction, and story element questioning
(Curenton, et al., 2013; NELP, 2008; Pentimonti, et al., 2013). In this routine, teacher language
was outlined to increase child engagement in the story, elicit responses to specific questions,
and expand the child’s thinking about the story and use of oral language skills.
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The second language comprehension teaching routine was Telling Terrific Tales. In this
routine the teacher did not use a book, but instead orally told a common story (fairy tale or
fable) and then engaged the children in acting out the story using puppets and sequencing
cards. This routine required the children to listen carefully so they were prepared to act out the
story using their own language. Once children experienced the story in this small group several
times, story cards and puppets were placed in a center to provide opportunities for the children
to act out the story with their peers or independently. This routine utilized a highly motivating
story-based play activity with strong demands on both listening and speaking skills that is
known to be important for listening comprehension and oral language development (Curenton,
et al., 2013; Yazici & Bolay, 2017). This small group is not connected to the theme.
The third language comprehension routine, SAMMY (Show, Ask, Model, Make sure
they understand, Your Turn), involved engaging the children with a wordless picture book. The
teacher told the story of a wordless book and then engaged the children in retelling the story
and discussion through questioning (Dunst et al., 2012; Hogan et al., 2013; NELP, 2008;
Pentimonti, et al., 2013).
The goals of the language comprehension small groups is to build both listening and oral
language skills and to develop print awareness skills and knowledge! In each unit, one Telling
Terrific Tale story should be done (not connected to theme), two to three theme connected
wordless books, and four to six rereading lessons of the circle time book. The routines remain
the same across the curriculum but stories and books change according to the thematic unit. All
children participate in each type of language comprehension group and had multiple exposures
to the stories and books across a unit. The goal is for each child to have at least three language
comprehension groups per week. The language comprehension small groups should be
purposefully comprised of children at a variety of language levels, so children with lower
language skills can benefit from peer models as well as teacher modeling.
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Outline of Instructional Routines for Oral Language, Listening Comprehension, & Knowledge
Instructional Routine

Primary Skills in Every Lesson

1. 123 Story Book Routine – Connected to the theme
a. Before Reading
1) Introduce the theme/topic
2) Introduce the book
3) Point out title, author, and illustrator
b. During Reading
1) Reading with very few interruptions so children get a
sense of the full story.
2) Model thinking aloud.
3) Draw children’s attention to key content and vocabulary
using student friendly definitions. (Each book had around
6 key vocabulary words.)
c. After Reading
1) Ask for opinion
2) Ask questions about the book.
3) Activity with content & vocabulary
4) Reinforce across the day!
2. SAMMY Wordless Books Routine – Connected to the theme
a. Show children the book, reading title & author
b. Ask children what they think this book is going to be about.
c. Model the story. Teacher tells the story asking a few basic
questions along the way.
d. Make sure they understood what happened after the story is
told by asking W questions (who are the characters, where did
it take place, etc.)
e. Your Turn: Read the book again, this time letting the children
tell the story. Provide prompts as needed.
f. After reading activity.

3. Telling Terrific Tales
a. Read story (no book) and lay out puppets as you introduce
each character.
b. Show sequence cards and engage children in retelling
what happened first, next, and last in the story.
c. Handout puppets and assign parts. Re-read the story
engaging the children to play their part.
d. Help the children retell the story using the puppets. *Once
the story is told a number of times and known well, add
the materials to center play (basket with cards and
puppets) for children to explore in free play.

Knowledge Building –
book connected to theme
Listening Comprehension
& Oral Language –
listening to a book and
answering questions;
retelling/ summarizing;
inference; sequencing;
stating an opinion,
Vocabulary – story
vocabulary (characters,
setting, etc.); academic
vocabulary; vocabulary
connected to the theme.
Print Concepts
Knowledge Building –
book connected to theme
Listening Comprehension
& Oral Language –
listening to a book and
answering questions;
retelling; inference; using
more complex sentences,
Vocabulary – story
vocabulary (characters,
setting, etc.); vocabulary
connected to the theme.
Print Concepts

Knowledge – Common
fairytales and fables
Listening Comprehension &
Oral Language – listening to a
story and answering questions
without the aid of book;
retelling a story; sequencing;
using more complex
sentences.
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How Writing is Taught
In Project Ready! there is a focus on both letter formation and children’s self-expression
through the writing process. Writing formation is taught explicitly in the Alphabetics small
group (see description in alphabetics) and reinforced through centers and creative play. The
writing process is taught through a Shared Writing routine during circle time. Shared Writing
experiences follow the second or third reading of a book.
Manuscript Handwriting Practice within the Alphabetics Curriculum
Research Base: While it is important to support children’s understanding of writing as a
means of meaningful expression, supporting children’s handwriting is equally important in
relation to the development of writing skills (Berninger et al., 1992). Teaching handwriting to all
through explicit instruction is important to avoid the development of poor habits that need to
be later remediated. There is no evidence to support that children will “catch” these skills
(Graham, 2009). Once a child has developed inefficient motor habits for writing, it can be very
difficult to re-learn new patterns of movement. In addition, children will not be able to produce
significant text until transcription skills are developed (Alamargot and Fayol, 2009).
Because handwriting is linked to basic reading and spelling achievement, connections,
(such as learning how to form a letter when learning its sound) help to reinforce this
achievement (Spear-Swerling, 2006). Neuroscience studies indicate that writing letters by hand
helps children distinguish unique features of letter forms (James, 2017). This builds strong and
stable representations in memory (“motor memory”). Within the Alphabetics group are
opportunities to reinforce letter name and sound knowledge through explicit instruction
around letter formation. The letter formation practice within the Alphabetics small group will
not only help children develop transcription skills but will also reinforce their growing phonics
knowledge!
Instruction in letter formation within the Alphabetics group includes these important
understandings which, in turn, advance letter recognition (Dinehart, 2015).
•
•
•
•

The ability to identify the shape, size and stroke patterns contained within letters
Recognition that the shape of the letter is associated with a letter name
Identification of sound correspondence
The ability to trace or write the letter in accordance with its shape along with
consistent and appropriate direction.

Children’s independent writing becomes increasingly more symbolic over time (i.e.
creating “letter like” objects or left to right directionality). Typically, children’s written output
varies according to the complexity of the task they are attempting (Dinehart, 2015). The
instruction and practice within the Alphabetics group provides opportunities to focus on letter
construction alone without the complexity of message construction. Devoting a short amount
of time to the development of children’s “motor memory” through consistent letter production
will help to reinforce letter knowledge.
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How Writing is Taught in the Curriculum: While letter construction will be modeled in all
Alphabetics groups, there are two levels of instruction related to children’s skill level:
1. Practice with strokes found within manuscript writing (straight, curved and
diagonal strokes)
2. Practice with construction of complete manuscript letters, with the goal of
correct sequence and direction.
Manuscript practice should reflect the current letter or letters being taught. However,
less experienced children may practice individual strokes or use playful crafts to learn shapes.
More experienced children will focus on manuscript practice using a writing utensil and writing
complete letters. Classroom centers will provide further practice in these skills and will promote
the use of consistent letter strokes to create targeted letters.
Shared Writing during Circle Time
Research Base: It is important to heighten preschool children’s awareness of how print
works, to enhance their understanding of the written symbols of our language, and to begin to
identify themselves as writers. To do this, young children need many exposures and
experiences engaging with print that involve guidance and modeling from supportive adults
whose are intentional in facilitating their progress from one phase of writing to the next
(Paulson & Moats, 2018). Additionally, it is important to implement structured shared writing
experiences, exposing children to print at an early age is helpful in many aspects of learning to
read (National Early Literacy Panel [NELP] 2008; Snow et al. 1998). Wasik and Hindman (2011)
promote guidelines based on print-related early childhood research that have been
incorporated into our design for Shared Writing. The broad objectives of the Shared Writing
experiences are:
• To provide meaningful exposure of children to print, helping them understand that
print carries meaning,
• To present clear demonstrations of the process of transcribing speech to print,
• To highlight specific letter-sound relationships and conventions of writing.
How Writing is Taught in the Curriculum: The Shared Writing experiences will reflect
four different writing forms (or genres) that reflect the standards outlined in Ohio’s Early
Learning and Development Standards (Ohio Department of Education, 2012) for
prekindergarten children (ages 3-5). The standards identify that children will “with modeling
and support, use a combination of drawing, dictating and emergent writing to tell a story, to
express ideas, and to share information about an experience or topic of interest.” and “with
modeling and support, participate in shared research and writing projects using a variety of
resources to gather information or to answer a question” (2012, pp. 32-33). The Shared Writing
directions will reflect these standards and will be identified as writing that achieves one of the
following:
• Tells a Story
• Expresses Ideas
14

• Shares Information
• Discusses and Responds to Questions.
Older children and adults typically follow a “Plan/Draft/Revise/Edit/Publish” routine
when writing extended texts. The routine utilized in our Shared Writing Routine is a modified
version of this, providing a foundation for future independent writing experiences. Our Shared
Writing Routine utilizes these three steps repeatedly for each sentence written together:
• Plan – where the teacher talks with the children about what to write
• Write – where the teacher writes within view of the children and “thinks aloud” as
writing each sentence, highlighting important vocabulary and conventions
• Read – where the teacher points to each word and reads the sentence with the
children.
Each Shared Writing experience is directly related to the unit theme and a particular
book from that theme. The scripted instructions reflect the development of one of the four
genres (story, expression of ideas, sharing of information or response to a question). The
instruction provided guides the teacher to create short and well organized texts that help
children understand that print carries meaning and that through print they can express their
thoughts and feelings. The teacher modeling that is integral to each experience will provide
clear demonstrations of the process of transcribing speech to print and will highlight specific
letter-sound relationships and conventions of writing.
Book Title

Tell a Story

Express Ideas

Share
Information

Discuss and
Respond to
Questions

KINDNESS
Good People
Everywhere
Kitten and the Night
Watchman
Lola Gets a Cat
A World of Kindness





NORTH AMERICA

Ten on the Sled
Let’s Look at Mexico
The Mitten
See How They Grow Frog





ASTRONOMY

Me and my Place in
Space
Birthday on Mars
Our Stars
I Want to be an
Astronaut
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Book Title

Tell a Story

Express Ideas

Share
Information

Discuss and
Respond to
Questions

SOUTH AMERICA
South America
Explore my WorldRainforests
One Day on our Blue
Planet- In the
Rainforest
Swimmy





MY AMAZING BODY

Me and my Amazing
Body
My Five Senses
The Busy Body Book
The Feelings Book






Writing is a joyful experience! It is our wish that children will discover the joy of selfexpression as they learn some basic concepts related to written communication.
*Future units are in development.
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How Math is Taught
The skills targeted and the instructional routines created have been designed to reflect
the research on early mathematics instruction (Frye et al., 2013), early language and literacy
development, and align to Ohio’s Early Learning and Development Standards: Birth to
Kindergarten Entry (Ohio Department of Education, 2012). Math skills and mathematics literacy
are critical as a developmental focus in early education.
Research Base: Early numeracy skills such as counting, number recognition, and number
sense influence achievement in school mathematics (Frye et al., 2013; Malofeeva, Day, Saco,
Young, & Ciancio, 2004; Purpura & Napoli, 2015; Starkey, Klein & Wakeley, 2004). Children’s
informal number sense upon school entry provides a foundation for their mathematics
achievement and strongly predicts their mathematics competence later in school (Geary, 2015;
Aubrey, Godfrey, & Dahl, 2006). There is also evidence that early literacy and numeracy
development are related (Purpura & Napoli, 2015). One study with 180 preschool children
showed that children with better language skills tended to have better informal numeracy,
which in turn led to improved number knowledge (Purpura & Napoli, 2015; Reid, 2016).
How it is Taught in the Curriculum: Each unit has 2-4 math books that are introduced
during circle time (using the 123 Storybook Routine) and then re-read in small group (using reread routine connected to 123 Storybook). For each math book there is a set of math activity
cards that are used to teach different math skills in small groups. In the math small group, the
teacher re-reads the theme connected math book and then engages the children in a math
activity that is based on their developmental level. Each math activity books consists of the 6
core math activities of small number recognition, object counting and number recognition,
quantity comparison, number after knowledge & number comparison, addition, and
subtraction (Frye et al., 2013) and additional math activities covering all key Ohio standards (eg.
Patterns, ordering, weights, measurement, etc. A math small group should be done with all
children three to five times per week.
Math Sequence for Core Number Knowledge Skills
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Instruction Routines
The 1, 2, 3 Shared Story Routine – Read Two Times
1st Read – Focus on Listening to the Story—Whole Group Story Time
1. Before:
1. Introduce the topic
2. Introduce the book to generate excitement.
3. Point out title, author, & illustrator.
2. During:
1. Read with very few interruptions so children can get a sense of the full story.
2. Model Thinking Aloud.
3. Draw children’s attention to key content, vocabulary, and story elements: characters,
setting, the problem, etc.
3. After:
1. Ask their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence stem.
2. Questions: Ask simple questions about the book.
3. Review vocabulary & connect content of the book to their knowledge of the topic.
(2 & 3 should go in the order that makes sense for the book discussion)
2nd Read – Discuss Together & Activity (Best as Small Group)
1. Before:
1. Ask the children if they can remember what this book is about—show them the cover to remind
them.
2. Point out the title, author, & illustrator.
3. Tell them we are going to read the story again and discuss the story. So be ready to share your ideas!

2. During:
1. Read with excitement and fluency.
2. Ask questions about how characters feel or what they might be thinking.
3. Highlight key vocabulary, content, and story elements.
3. After:
1. Ask for their opinion—did they like it? Thumbs up/down. Why? Provide a sentence stem.
2. Ask a few questions about story elements and discuss 2-3 interesting vocabulary words.
3. Complete follow up activity

3. Do a follow up activity.
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Shared Writing Experience - Basic Outline
Exposing children to print at an early age is helpful in many aspects of learning to read. The Shared Writing
Routine is done across a number of books (not all) in each Unit at least once a week.
Goals of the Shared Writing experience:
• Meaningful exposure of children to print, helping them understand that print carries meaning,
• Demonstration of the process of transcribing speech to print,
• Highlighting of specific letter-sound relationships and conventions of writing.
When planning Shared Writing experiences, make sure to keep the following in mind:
1. Facilitate the production of a topical message that is reflective of your current Project Ready! theme.
Make sure this message incorporates target vocabulary and current theme.
2. Keep sentences constructed short (5-7 words) and the total text brief (2-4 sentences).
3. When gathering input from children regarding the written message construction, “recast” the messages
to ensure that they are clear and reflect content from the theme. This “recasting” requires restating
students’ input into clear and grammatically standard statements.
You can use this Shared Writing Preparation Template to prepare for a shared writing experience:
1. Topic of Message: (to be reflected in the first and last sentence):
Plan your topic sentence or the topic that you will communicate in the first sentence.

Vocabulary word(s) to include:
Include a word or words that have been highlighted in the 1, 2, 3 Shared Reading Routine.

Specific letter(s) or conventions to highlight:
This could include attention to spaces between words, directionality, punctuation, capital letters, and sentence types.
2. Plan your sentences. Often you will follow this pattern:
Topic Detail Detail Detail Concluding

The Shared Writing Routine utilizes these three steps repeatedly for each sentence written together:
• Plan – talk to the children about what to write
• Write – write within view of the children and “think aloud” as you write your sentence,
highlighting the vocabulary and conventions you planned
• Read – Point to each word and read the sentence together.
There are four different types of writing highlighted across the curriculum
1. Tell a Story
2. Express Ideas
3. Share Information
4. Discuss & Respond to Questions
With most writing teachers should facilitate the development of a paragraph structure including an introductory
(topic) sentence, followed by details, and finished with a “wrap up” (concluding) sentence. By continually
modeling the basic paragraph structure, a foundation for this type of organization within children’s writing is
established.
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Wordless Books General Outline
Skills Targeted: Length of sentences, retelling, explanations, vocabulary, and listening
comprehension, and print/book skills.
Materials: Books and follow up activity
Outline of Activity: Wordless book routine—SAMMY
1. Show children the book, read title & author, and generate excitement
2. Ask “What do you think this book is about?”
3. Model--Read it the first time with the children where you tell the story—
asking a few basic questions as you read.
4. Make sure they understood what happened in the story by asking a few
questions/reviewing: who the characters were, what the problem was that
resolved, and how it ended.
5. Your Turn: Read the story again, this time letting the children tell the story.
Provide prompts as needed—what is happening on this page? Who is that?
How did the story end? Have the child complete your sentence--The girl
and the boy became ____(friends).
6. After Reading Activity.
Telling Terrific Tales General Outline
Skills Targeted: listening comprehension, learning common stories (knowledge), language
usage, retelling, sequencing.
Materials: Story, sequence cards, finger puppets.
Outline of Activity: Telling Terrific Tales Routine
1. Read story and lay out puppets as you read.
2. Show sequence card and ask children to point to the first, second, third parts (specific to each
tale)
3. Hand out the puppets and read the story again asking the children to play each part.
4. Help the children retell the story using the puppets.
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Alphabetic Small Group Lesson Outline
Part 1: Phonological Awareness (5-10 min) *4 Levels
Phonological Awareness Alone
Step 1: My Name: Name Recognition & Segmenting (use levels 1-4) Materials = Name Cards
• Start with showing the name cards of the children in the group by holding up each name and saying the name before
doing the activity.
• Do the name activity connected to PA level (sentence, syllable, first sound, segment—see activity cards).
Step 2: PA Game: Materials = Activity Cards with materials
Play 1-2 games connected to the PA level of the group – Activity Cards with materials
Phonological Awareness and Letters Together
Step 3: Introduce & Explore New Letter - Letter Poster & Poem: Materials = Letter Poster with Poem
• Show the letter poster and name the target picture, exaggerating the beginning sound (ex. “top, top”).
Have students repeat the name and the beginning sound. “Let’s all say top. Do you hear the /t/ at the beginning of top?
Let’s all say /t/ top. Top has a /t/ at the beginning.”
•

Connect the sound to the letter: “Letters represent the sounds in words. We write the /t/ sound with an Tt (point out
the letter and say its name). Letters all have names AND they all have both a capital and a lowercase (big and small
version).” Tell the children the name of the letter—don’t encourage guessing.

•

Repeat the letter name several times with the children (choral & individual).

•

Briefly discuss the letter.
o Point out whether the capital and lowercase forms are the same/different.
o Note if someone in our group has this letter in their name (show name card).
o Remind children that letters are how we write the sounds in words. “Letters are the way we write words, they note
the sounds in the words we say. The way we write the sound /t/ like in top is with the letter t.” (Point to picture cue
and then letter). The sound is repeated several times by the children (all together, individually).
o Point out how their mouths form the sound.

•

Read Poem: “This is a poem about the letter ___. See if you can listen and hear its letter name and also words that
have the /__/ sound.”
o Exaggerate when the target sound or letter name when it appears in the poem.
o Ask the children to put their thumbs up when they hear the /m/ or letter name m as you read.
Step 4: Introduce & Explore New Letter – Letter Bag: Materials = Letter Poster with Poem, Letter Bag, Letter Formation Card
• Show children the new/unknown letter bag with letter formation card.
“Now we are going to learn how to make the letter t. This card show me how to make the letter t. Watch me make the
letter with my finger and get ready, you will get a turn next.”
• Model letter formation using the teacher card. Model the capital letter first & have children practice (next step) and then
repeat with lowercase.
“I use my pointer finger and I start here at the green dot and….” (Use the directions on the letter formation card to
trace the letter, speaking the directions as you trace the letter.)
•

Give each child an upper and lowercase letter card from the bag.
“Now it is your turn to make the letter ___. Everyone put your finger at the starting spot….” (Use the directions on the
letter formation card to direct them on how to form the letter. Have them repeat the directions with you).

• Practice - Have the children trace the letter card from the bag and say its name as many times as possible.
o

Explore the rest of the letter bag--pictures. Pull out each picture and focus on the first sound. Then turn the card over
and point out how we write the sound.
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Part 2: Letters (5 - 10 min)
Step 1: Review Two Known Letters - Materials = Letter Posters with Poem, Letter Bags, Letter Formation Cards
Use the same procedure as described above, but move through the steps more quickly with two known letters.
“Now we are going to review how to make two letters that we already know. The letter ___ (show poster, formation card,
& bag) and the letter ____ (show poster, formation card, and bag).”
o For each letter, briefly review how to form it and let children trace the letters from the bag.
o Use the formation card as needed. This should be a fairly quick review of known letters.
Step 2: Practice with all 3 letters (1 new, 2 review). Materials = various letter materials
Practice Options
▪ Sort Letters – lay out the 3 letter posters (1 unknown and 2 known). Place the letter bag letter cards in a mixed up
pile, face down. Let each child pull from the pile, say the letter name/sound and match it to the correct poster.
▪ Mix Up the Letters from the 3 letter bags and have children point to the letter when you call it out.
▪ Play “I Spy” with letter shapes, sounds, names (i.e. “I spy…a letter that starts with a stick/ball/slide.”) Give each
child a set of the 3 letters and have the children hold up the correct letter as you play “I Spy.”
▪ Flashcards – Using the letter bag letters as flashcards and tell children to do an action when they see a certain letter
(i.e., “When you see the letter m put your hands over your head.”).
▪ Fishing Game—Fish out the letters and have children say name and sound.
▪ Stamp Game – Give each child a dot stamper and a sheet of the letters you are working on. Have them stamp
different letters that you name.
Step 3: Make the Letters: Pick Activities Based on Level.
Beginning Level (Prewriting: typically younger preschoolers—not yet writing):
• Make letters with play dough/wiki sticks/silly stick over the written letter.
• Make letters with foam letter parts (see materials for outline).
• Cover the written letter with buttons or pom-poms.
• Practice partial letter formation in the air and use jingles to reinforce these movements.
Advanced Level (Writing: typically older preschoolers—ready to write letters):
1. Demonstrate letter strokes with Teacher Card.
Have students trace in the air making sure that they are consistent with direction and sequence of strokes.
2. Practice Writing
o Trace the letter with a paint brush and magic invisible paint
o Boogie boards
o Pencil & Paper Writing
A Few Notes About Letter Formation
Note: Reminders about making letters:
• You want them to say the name as frequently as possible.
• Have the written model of the letter that children can refer to (letter poster).
• Make sure that children are trace (finger or pencil) or write the letter for one of the activities.
• Follow the sequence and directionality outlined on the teacher card.
• Check for proper pencil grip.
Remember
• Lots of fun practice and engagement is the key!
• Have them say the letter name/sound lots and lots!
• Keep it fun! Errorless learning is the goal.
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Alphabetics Outline

1. Name Activity

2. PA Game – Using Level Cards

a.
b.

t Letter Intro.
3. New
a. Discuss Letter with Poster –Name & Sound
b. Read Poem

d.

c.

c. Model Letter Formation with Card
d. Explore letter bag & practice letter formation & naming

4. Letter Review (2 known, 1 new)
a. Quick review of 2 known letter bags, formation cards & posters.
2. Fun practice with 3 letters (sort, I spy, fishing game, etc)

5. Make the Letters

Letter Order
T

O

C

M A

S

H

Z

I

D

N

L

E

B

W

U

X

F

V R

J

K

P

Q23 G

Y
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Centers
Writing Centers
When we encourage children to produce writing at their developmental level, they will
feel more comfortable taking risks and exploring written language (Hart Paulson & Moats,
2018). The purpose of the center activities devoted to writing is to support students as they
progress through the stages of literacy and writing development.
Research Base: Providing support in teaching manuscript handwriting, often referred to
as printing, helps children learn to read (Berninger et al., 1997, Berninger, 2017). When
children learn to form and name the letters in a format that they encounter when they read
they will identify these letters more readily when they are learning to read (Hart Paulson &
Moats, 2018; Gentry, 2005).
Learning to write is an amazing and complex linguistic process. It requires a multitude of
skills including an understanding of print, letter knowledge, and phonemic awareness along
with motors skills like visual-motor integration, and the ability to hold a writing instrument
(Wolf & Berninger,2018). On top of this are executive functioning skills including working
memory, planning and self-regulation (Hart Paulson & Moats, 2018). To provide practice in the
complex process of writing, Letter Formation Preparation and Practice Centers along with
Authentic Writing Experience Centers are offered.
Using Letter Formation Centers in the Classroom: These center activities are not
connected to any particular Project Ready! theme and can be utilized whenever it is
appropriate time and following introduction and explanation within a small or whole group. The
Prewriting Preparation Centers focus on developing control through improved muscle strength
and developing skill in executing strokes that are the foundation of manuscript writing. The
Letter Formation Centers focus on repeated practice using consistent letter strokes to create
targeted letters.
Using Authentic Writing Experience Theme-Based Centers in the Classroom: These
centers focus on engaging opportunities aligned with the Project Ready! themes in order to
support children’s explorations of written language. These centers provide students
opportunities to further engage with the current theme through creative play. The centers
provide authentic experiences involving:
• List making
• Illustrating
• Name copying
• Note taking
These center experiences are intended to meet children where they are developmentally
whether they are pre-alphabetic writing stage or further along the continuum.
Using Play-dough Centers in the Classroom: These centers focus on engaging
opportunities for using play-dough to practice pre-writing and letter knowledge skills. All
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activity promote the development of fine motor skills. Some possible items in this center
include:
• Multiple colors of play-dough
• A variety of play-dough tools (animal shape cookie cutters, standard shape cookie
cutters, rolling pin, knife, scissors, etc.)
• Cards for making letters with play-dough
• Letter cookie cutters
• Basket for displaying tools (only include current focus letters)
These center experiences are intended to meet children where they are developmentally
whether they are pre-alphabetic writing stage or further along the continuum.
Theme Based Centers
Within each unit, a new play center is introduced into the classroom. Each center corresponds to the
theme (ie Vet Center for Unit 2- Kindness and Observatory for Unit 4- Astronomy). Centers contain a
variety of teacher directed and student lead activities that are meant to actively engage students in
practice with the concepts introduced in the unit. Students develop fine motor, vocabulary, and social
emotional skills as they engage in active play with carefully curated materials and activities with their
peers.
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Mastery Sheet for Alphabetics Group
Use the mastery sheet to initially group children using PELI data and to note progress on mastering letters and PA skills. A mastered letter is one that is correctly
identified at the start of a lesson, across 3 lessons. A triangle represents a mastered letter = known letter. Each time the child correctly names the letter at the
start of the lesson, one side of the triangle is written.
instructional needs.
Group 1: Greatest Need for Instruction – Meet Daily
Letters to Start With:
PA Level:

Name

T t

O

C

Group 2:
Letters to Start With:

Name

T t

O

C

M m A a

S

H

Note When Children Complete PA level
Level 1: _____
Level 2: ______
Children:

h

Z

– Meet

S

H

I i D

d

N

n

L

l

E

e

B

b W

U

Level 3: _____

X

Note When Children Complete PA level
Level 1: _____
Level 2: ______
Children:

PA Level:

M m A a

These should be flexible groups. Children should be moved to a different group based on progress and

h

Z

I i D

d

N

n

L

l

E

e

B

b W

U

F

f V

R

Level 4: ______

r J

j

Level 3: _____

X

F

f V

R

K

k

P

p

Q

q

G

g

Y

y

Q

q

G

g

Y

y

Level 4: ______

r J

j

K

k

P

p

Group 3:
Letters to Start With:

Name

T t

O

C

– Meet
PA Level:

M m A a

S

Name

T t

O

C

PA Level:

M m A a

S

Level 3: _____

Level 4: ______

H h Z I i D d N n L l E e B b W U X F f V R r J j K k P p Q q G g Y y

Group 4: Least Needs – Meets 3 times per week
Letters to Start With:

Note When Children Complete PA level
Level 1: _____
Level 2: ______
Children:

Note When Children Complete PA level
Level 1: _____
Level 2: ______
Children:

Level 3: _____

Level 4: ______

H h Z I i D d N n L l E e B b W U X F f V R r J j K k P p Q q G g Y y
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Preschool Basic Skills Assessment
Child’s Name: _____________________ DOB: ________ Age _______
Examiner: ________________________ Date: ______________
First Language: _______________________ Bilingual? _________

Materials: Teddy Bear Stuffed Animal & Colored Blocks: Red, Yellow, Blue, Green, Black,
Purple, Brown; Number cards 1 – 10, small car, shapes puzzle, 5 name cards (1 of child, 1 of
child with same initial letter, 3 others), paper & pencil

Summary:
___/7 Colors
___/5 Counting
___/10 Numbers
___/5 Shapes
___ Name Recognition
Notes:

____ Alphabet Song (1 – 3)

____ Name Writing (1 -3)

Part 1: Colors
Materials: Teddy Bear Stuffed Animal & Colored Blocks: Red, Yellow, Blue, Green, Black,
Purple, Brown
Directions: Lay out the 7 blocks in row in front of the bear. Say “We are going to play a game called,
‘Give the Bear a Block.’ This bear loves colorful blocks. He is going to ask you for a block and you give it
to him.” The examiner then talks for the bear, asking for different colored blocks. “Please give me a red
block”
1. Red ___
2. Blue ___
3. Yellow ___
4. Green ___
5. Black ___
6. Purple ___
7. Brown ___
Score : _____/7

Part 2: Counting
Materials: 10 Colored Blocks
Directions: For this activity you will put blocks in a row in front of the child and ask him/her to count
them. Discontinue once the child is incorrect (i.e. Don’t go on to 8 blocks if the child didn’t correctly
count 5 blocks).
Put two blocks in front of the child and ask them to count them.
8. Two Blocks ____ If the child does not do this correctly. Model how to count the blocks and
ask them to do it again. Then, present them with 3 blocks and see if they can count 3. If they can
correctly count 3 blocks give them credit for this item and note the need for a model by checking the
item below.
___Model
9. Three Blocks ____
10. Five Blocks ____
11. Eight Blocks ____
12. Ten Blocks _____
Score : _____/5
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Part 3: Numbers
Materials: Number cards, 1-5 and 6-10 and a little car
Directions: First lay out numbers 1 – 5 and then, if the child gets 3 or more correct in the first set, do the
same thing for numbers 6-10. Give the child the car and demonstrate driving to different number but
DON’T say the number’s name in your demonstration. Then, ask the child to drive to the different
numbers. Don’t say the numbers in order.
13. Number 1 ___
14. Number 2 ___
15. Number 3 ___
16. Number 4 ___
17. Number 5 ___
If they got 3 or more correct, give next set.
18. Number 6 ___
19. Number 7 ___
20. Number 8 ___
21. Number 9 ___
22. Number 10 ___
Score ____/10
Part 3: Shapes
Materials: Basic Shapes Puzzle
Directions: Lay out the puzzle with the different shapes out of their spots. Say “We are going to put this
puzzle together. Which piece should we do first?” “What is the name of that shape?” As you put the
puzzle together, ask the child to name the shapes.” If the child has trouble with the puzzle, simply ask
them to name the shapes as you put the puzzle together.
23. Circle ___/1
24. Square ___/1
25. Triangle ___/1
26. Rectangle ___//1
27. Oval ___/1
Score : _____/5
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Part 4: Name & Alphabet Song
Materials: Nametags, paper, teddy bear

28. Recognizes their Name ____
Child shown names of 5 children in their class, including their own and asked to pick out their name. Only one
name in the set should include the same beginning letter as their name.

Notes:

29. Independently Writes Name ____
Child is given a piece of paper and pencil and asked to write their name.
Notes:
30. Child is given the teddy bear and told the teddy bear’s favorite song is the ABCs song. Ask
the child to sing the song to the teddy bear. If needed, begin the song for the child.
Notes:
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